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Pleasant and Profitable Reading for Your Pupils 
PLUTARCH'S LIVES 
Shortened and simplified by Grace Voris Curl. Twenty-nine Lives, chronologically 
arranged and chosen for their literary or historical importance, or especial interest 
to present-day youthful readers. Illustrated. Grades VI-VIII. 
FLYNN & LUND: TICK-TOCK, A STORY OF TIME 
An absorbing story of how two children investigate time-telling devices, from the 
burning grass rope of the cave-man to the present-day electric clock. Grades JV-V. 
Illustrated. 
MIRRIELEES: TWENTY-TWO SHORT STORIES OF AMERICA 
A well-written collection of varying difficulty, all bearing on the American historical 
scene selected for their excellent quality and emotional appeal. Illustrated. Grades 
VI-VIII. 
STEVENSON'S TREASURE ISLAND (Simplified) 
Adapted by T. E. Dunshee and Minna Ludeke. Retains all the characters and 
episodes of the original, with simplified vocabulary and sentence structure, tor 
pupils with reading difficulties. Illustrated. Grades IV-VIII. 
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